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Conference Committee -
Item

Finance - Item - C.

Agenda Topic: C. Reconsider the 1972 G.S.C. Advisory Action stating “G.S.O. should not accept
contributions from clubs, listed or known as such, whether or not composed
solely of A.A. members. Contributions are welcome from groups meeting in
clubs as long as they are sent in the name of the group.”

Historical Context:
Why is this item on the
Agenda?

Submitted by:  District 21, Area 20 North Illinois

A contribution from their local club was rejected. The questions that arise are:
1. Is the Advisory Action outdated?
2. Should another questionnaire (referred to below) be sent to all clubs?

The rational used by the District for rejecting the donation was from the following:
1. A GSC Advisory Action in 1972 states: “The Conference agreed that G.S.O. should not

accept contributions from clubs, listed or known as such, whether or not composed
solely of A.A. members.  Contributions are welcome from Groups.”

2. A.A. Guidelines –Relationship Between A.A. and Clubs states that “Further guidance was
given by the 1972 General Service Conference, which advised that G.S.O. no longer
accept contributions from clubs. This decision was based on returns from a
questionnaire sent to all clubs. The answers indicated that the difference in club
operating procedures was too great to enable G.S.O. to decide whether or not money
received from a particular club was contributed by A.A. members only. (Of course, G.S.O.
does accept contributions from A.A. groups that meet on club premises.)”

What does the
Delegate need to
know?

Does area 92 have any appetite to reconsider the 1972 GSC Advisory Action?
Supporting Reasons?
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Preference?

Support/Oppose:

Add Comment(s):

Concept XII, Warranty One Bill W writes “So long as our General Service Board refuses to take
outside contributions and holds each individual’s gift to A.A. world services at a modest figure,
we may be sure that we shall not become wealthy in any perilous sense.”  Bill goes on to write
“Indeed, it seems that the chief difficulty will continue to be that of effectively informing the A.A
groups as to what the financial needs of their world services actually are.  Since it is certain
therefore that we shall never become too wealthy through group contributions, we need only to
avoid the temptation of taking money from the outside world. “

Tradition 7 states “Every A.A. group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining outside

contributions”. The long form of Tradition 7 states in part “We think that each group should soon

achieve this ideal; that any public solicitation of funds using the name of Alcoholics Anonymous

is highly dangerous, whether by groups, clubs, hospitals, or other outside agencies; that

acceptance of large gifts from any source, or of contributions carrying any obligation whatever, is

unwise.”

Clubs are not part of the A.A. service structure and while many are respectful of A.A. Tradition, it
is almost impossible to guarantee that a contribution from a club is not going to include
contributions from non-AA members.

If contributions from clubs are allowed, will this relieve the financial responsibility of some
members and groups to be self-supporting?


